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Abstract—The complexity of modelling and designing cyber-
physical systems arises due to their heterogeneous components
and the need to explicitly model the features of interest for
these components from different points of view. To support the
modelling of these complex systems, multi-paradigm modelling
advocates explicitly modelling every part of a system at the most
appropriate level(s) of abstraction. From this perspective, this
exemplar paper presents an exemplary application of multi-
paradigm modelling on the multi-robot warehouse system to
provide architectural, behavioural and operational models. These
models demonstrate how multi-paradigm modelling has been
applied to model the different system parts at different levels
of abstraction, applying different modelling formalisms and
notations. This paper aims to provide a reference repository
of the collection of models of the multi-robot warehouse case
study, which can be accessed and utilized to replicate this system,
conduct more future research on this case study, and extend it
using other formalisms and modelling approaches.

Index Terms—Multi-Paradigm Modelling, Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems, Multi-Robot Warehouse, Modelling Formalisms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are systems that integrate

computation, networking, and physical processes. CPS seam-

lessly combines hardware and software resources, which are

co-designed with the physical components. To engineer CPS,

it is necessary to use physical, computational, and communi-

cation models [1]. The heterogeneity of CPS modelling poses

challenges, including defining modelling languages, ensuring

model determinism, and accurately representing causally re-

lated discrete events occurring simultaneously.

In addition, engineering CPS requires a combination of

methods and approaches from various domains like mechani-

cal and electrical, etc., along with computer science methods.

This need emphasizes the importance of trans-disciplinary

modelling approaches that integrate different engineering dis-

ciplines.

Multi-Paradigm Modeling (MPM) [2] advocates explicitly

modelling all aspects of a system at their most appropriate

level(s) of abstraction, utilizing appropriate modelling for-

malisms to address the heterogeneity and multidisciplinary

encountered during the engineering of complex systems.

The rise of online shopping and the exponential growth

in online retail has dramatically transformed the logistics

industry, presenting unusual challenges and opportunities. To

meet the increasing demands for efficient order processing,

warehouses are considering moving from traditional manual

labour to automated systems, with the promising potential of

intelligent Multi-robot Warehouse systems, which is a facility

that utilizes multiple robots to perform various tasks in the

warehouse. These advanced facilities leverage the capability

of robotics and intelligent systems to optimize operations,

efficient processing, and improve productivity [3].

Deploying multiple robots [4] working collaboratively

within a warehouse environment offers numerous advantages.

Moreover, by leveraging the capabilities of each robot and or-

chestrating their actions, multi-robot systems can significantly

enhance different tasks in warehouses, from allocating tasks

for different robots and performing other tasks such as picking,

packing, sorting, and transporting packages [5].

A Multi-robot Warehouse is an example of a complex CPS.

As their potential benefits become increasingly evident, the

design and engineering of their models, including the models

of the high-level warehouse system [3] and the individual

robots [6], have drawn significant interest from academia and

industry alike. Therefore, this exemplar paper is dedicated to

showing how an MPM4CPS approach was used to model and

design the Multi-robot Warehouse system and provides vari-

ous system models, presenting a comprehensive overview of

their underlying architectures, functionalities, and operational

dynamics.

This paper provides an exemplary case study of an MPM

Multi-robot Warehouse. The primary objective of this paper

is to provide a structured overview of the different models

and modelling formalisms that have been considered for the

design, implementation, and execution of the different aspects

of the Multi-robot Warehouse system. We explain the main

models used in the warehouse system, including structural,

functional, operational, and behavioural models, such as the in-

ternal warehouse architecture, communication model, naviga-

tion strategy, and physics and kinematics model of the robots.

By presenting a range of models and their respective features,

this paper aims to provide practical reference and reusable

artefacts to researchers, experimenters, and practitioners for

designing and implementing Multi-robot Warehouse systems.

II. RELATED WORK

A warehouse or a shop floor, representing a high-level unit

of manufacturing systems, maintains various types of valuable

resources, models, and production-related actions, playing a

central role in executing the essential system responsibilities.

Based on the literature, multiple works have been conducted

that focus on modelling, designing, and building warehouse

or shop floor systems for managing robots and production



processes. Thus, several models, formalism, and notations have

been used to realize these solutions.

Utilizing Unified Modeling Language (UML), the paper [7]

presents the concept of a digital twin in the context of material

flows for forecasting and observation purposes. UML is em-

ployed to represent the system’s structure and its connections.

The authors of [8] introduced an approach for building a digital

workshop replica using Model-Based Systems Engineering

(MBSE). They created a structured semantic representation of

the workshop system using the Systems Modeling Language

(SysML). A multi-scale modelling framework is introduced [9]

for facilitating the development of models, starting from the

individual component level, progressing to the system level,

and extending to the system-of-systems level. The proposed

framework uses SysML in the model fusion for machines. An

approach for creating a Shop-floor digital twin (SDT) using a

meta-model was described in this work [10]. A meta-model

is developed based on RAMI 4.0. illustrating manufacturing

resources and their states. Finally, the paper [11] presents an

architecture and modelling approach [12] for intelligent agent-

based digital twins for cyber-physical systems. Thus, this study

paves the way for exploiting software agents combined with

MPM for developing collaborative digital twins representing

different properties of interest.

Following the concepts of model-driven software engi-

neering (MDE), the work [13] discusses the application of

MDE in developing heterogeneous multi-robot systems. The

authors introduce a framework that utilizes basic actions as the

foundation for creating more intricate tasks. Two main models

are defined in the framework, the robot model represents

the robot itself, and the task model represents the tasks

the robots can perform. Another paper [14] introduces an

Industry 4.0 approach for modelling and simulating flexible

production based on MDE. It presents a Domain-Specific

Modelling Language implementation called MultiProLan, for

creating production process models that can be automatically

enriched or manually designed to support dynamic resource

management, production documentation, and error handling.

Based on the principles of Multi-agent Systems (MAS),

some studies are modelling different behavioural aspects of

multi-robot systems. For example, the collaboration of robots

via MAS in a multi-robot system is elaborated in [15] and

[16]. The agent-based modelling and implementation of multi-

robot systems considering their localization and path planning

is studied in [17] and [18]. And finally, in [19], the application

of agent-based multi-robot system in a smart production line

is investigated.

This paper aims to introduce an exemplary application of the

multi-modeling approach to model, design, and deploy a multi-

robot warehouse system. The paper explains the combinations

of different models and formalisms resulting in an operational

system. Applying MPM at this step allows for identifying

possible and open gaps for improvements and considering

diverse notations and multi-formalism modelling.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM)

Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM) [2] advocates explicitly

modelling every part of a system at the most appropriate

level(s) of abstraction, using the most appropriate modelling

language(s), view(s) and workflow(s). It focuses on how

multiple formalisms can be combined and used in conjunction

such that the benefits of all these languages are explored.

The warehouse use-case can be seen as a multi-component

system, in which each component is designed, maintained, and

given semantics via other models (in different formalisms).

Instead of having a translation onto the same common denom-

inator language [20], [21], a hybrid language [22], an embed-

ding of languages [23], or co-simulation [24], the combination

of formalisms and models happens in this use-case due to

the agent-based nature of the system. Of course, there are

high-level interactions between all components, but they are,

for the most part, disjoint (a.k.a. loosely coupled), allowing

much more distinction between formalisms. A downside of

this approach is that the interfaces need to be well-defined,

such that communication between components is possible.

Furthermore, this approach is made possible because each

component functions on its own and does not necessarily rely

on the presence or absence of these components.

B. Systems Modeling Language

Systems Modeling Language (SysML)1 is a versatile mod-

elling language explicitly designed for systems engineering.

It serves as a comprehensive tool for specifying, analyzing,

designing, validating and capturing various aspects of systems,

including complex systems. SysML extends a subset of the

Unified Modeling Language (UML), incorporating additional

features and notations to enhance the representation of systems

engineering.

A Multi-robot Warehouse is a type of system-of-systems

(SoS) that can be significantly complex. A SoS refers to a

group of specialized or task-oriented systems that combine

their resources and capabilities to form a more sophisticated

system and collaborate to accomplish a single objective. This

collaborative facility allows the resulting system to provide ad-

vanced functionality and enhanced performance than the com-

bination of its individual constituent systems. A Multi-robot

Warehouse, for example, comprises numerous autonomous

robots and interconnected subsystems, a warehouse manage-

ment system, a positioning system, and control software. Each

individual robot within the Multi-robot Warehouse can be

seen as an individual system itself (software and hardware

integration) with its own sensors, actuators, decision-making

capabilities, and communication abilities. These individual

robots collaborate and interact with each other, with their

digital representatives (in the case of digital twins), and with

other subsystems to perform tasks within the warehouse.

Therefore, the modelling and designing part of this system

have been done using SysML, which can model the different

1https://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/



facets of the system, the physical and the digital, their architec-

ture, relations and behaviours. SysML offers various diagram

types to represent different aspects of a system, such as:

1) Block Definition Diagrams (BDD): Represent the struc-

tural aspects of a system, including the various compo-

nents (blocks) and their relationships.

2) Internal Block Diagrams (IBD): Represent the system

components, entities, and connectors as blocks to depict

the relationships and interfaces between these compo-

nents.

3) Activity Diagrams (ACT): Describe the behaviour of the

system by representing activities, actions, decisions, and

control flows.

4) State Machine Diagrams: Capture the state-based be-

haviour of components by representing states, transitions,

and events.

5) Requirement Diagrams: Specify and trace requirements

throughout the system development process.

However, despite its broad functionality, SysML by itself

does not have defined operational semantics (i.e., the executive

behaviour of a system) other than that interpreted by a human

or a specific tool. Therefore, SysML by itself does not suffice

for using MPM to create a fully functional warehouse; hence,

other modelling languages are also required.

C. Causal-Block Diagrams (CBDs)

A common methodology for visual modelling languages

is the usage of a (potentially hierarchically composed) “box-

and-arrows” notation. This is used in a plethora of modelling

languages and domain-specific languages [25]. Causal-Block

Diagrams (CBDs) [26] specializes this notation: arrows denote

signals (through time), and the boxes denote operations that

happen on the values of these signals. For instance, two signals

with respective values 3 and 4, entering a summation box, will

result in an output signal of 7 (because 3 + 4 = 7).

Typical for CBDs is their one-to-one relationship with

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), which allows for any

set of mathematical equations to be converted from ODE to

CBD and vice-versa.

Furthermore, CBDs have a time domain of R. This implies

that at every point in time, each signal has a value. Therefore,

time-based equations (e.g., using integrals and derivatives),

self-describing equations and iterative root-finding algorithms

can be modelled in CBDs. Because computers are not able

to compute the simulation at an infinite precision, a time-

based discretization is made and a zero-order hold is assumed

between two computation points. This discretization can either

be at fixed points in time (e.g., every 1 second), or it can

use algorithms like Runge-Kutta Fehlberg of the fourth order

(RKF45) [27] to make this step-size adaptive (or varying).

D. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)

A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a distributed system con-

sisting of a group of agents that interact with each other

and the environment to achieve their individual goals and, in

some cases, collective and common objectives [28]. MAS is

designed based on the agent-based approach.

In MAS, each agent is an autonomous entity with its

perception, decision-making capabilities, and actions. Agents

can have different characteristics, behaviours, and knowledge,

which may evolve through time due to the dynamic and

changing environment.

MAS can be utilized to design distributed, modular, flexi-

ble, adaptable and scalable systems with agents that possess

autonomous, reactive, proactive and interactive features, pro-

viding the system with powerful capabilities.

IV. MULTI-ROBOT WAREHOUSE FORMALISMS

The process of designing, modelling and implementing

the Multi-robot Warehouse has considered different models,

formalisms and perspectives. Thus, we divided these aspects

into two main categories: (1) design and architecture focus and

(2) implementation and deployment focus, and each category

considers the relevant models from the warehouse perspective

and robots perspective as well.

Fig 1 shows the methodology to obtain the Multi-robot

Warehouse. This is given as a Process Model (PM; a.k.a. a

workflow model), following the extended Formalism Trans-

formation Graph and Process Model (FTG+PM, [29], [30])

notation. The blue, bold arrows show the control flow between

activities (rountangles). This flow can be split/merged (blue

rectangles) throughout execution. The green, slim arrows show

the data flow and link all artifacts (green rectangles) that are

produced/consumed by activities. Multiple ports can be used

to maintain a clear overview. The upside-down fork icon in the

activities indicates that these are hierarchically decomposable

into other workflows but are hidden (i.e., collapsed) for more

readability/variability. This section will refer to the activities

of this workflow to show the link to the models.

A. Design and Architecture Focus

Constructing and designing the robots and the warehouse

happened in a model-based approach, allowing for replicability

[31] of this system setup. This section details the modelling

of the two main parts of the Multi-robot Warehouse: (1) the

robots and (2) the warehouse system and the environment.

During the RequirementElicitation activity, we try

to understand and formulate the purpose of the warehouse

system and its specific requirements (e.g., order fulfillment

speed, storage capacity, product types). We also determine the

number of robots needed, how the robots should (logically)

behave, the size of the warehouse, and the layout. The key

requirements that should be satisfied by the warehouse system:

1) R1: Task Allocation: The system should be able to allo-

cate tasks to multiple robots based on their availability,

battery level, and proximity to the task location.

2) R2: Path Planning: The system should reduce the duration

of missions by planning and utilizing efficient routes.

3) R3: Order Fulfillment: The system should supervise the

movement of robots as they transport objects from one
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Fig. 1. A workflow model for constructing the warehouse system.

location to another, potentially involving various and

sequenced paths.

4) R4: System Monitoring: The system should monitor the

status of robots, tasks, and overall system performance to

identify any issues.

5) R5: Safety Navigation: The system should be able to

prevent collisions between the robots, and the robot

should be able to identify the encountered obstacles and

safely deal with these situations.

6) R6: Scalability: The system should be able to handle an

increasing number of new robots and new tasks.

7) R7: Power management: The system should optimize the

power consumption of the robots and ensure the robots

complete their assigned tasks efficiently.

1) Warehouse

The warehouse system models include the models of the

main components, such as the environment and control system,

that construct the whole system by still neglecting parts of the

robots’ models. According to the requirements and objectives

of the warehouse system, the environment can be defined and

modelled in the control system. Modelling such systems and

their environment depends on several factors and criteria that

should be considered in the requirements.

a) Warehouse Floorplan

The model of the warehouse floorplan (obtained from

the MapDesign activity) is provided as a plain schematic

diagram which represents the elements of the environment

and parts of the system (e.g., sensors and storage, charging

stations) using abstract graphic symbols as exemplified in

Fig. 2. Most of the main components are provided in this

diagram. The model shows an example of the warehouse setup,

where five wireless transmitters of the Ultra-wideband (UWB)

anchors (UWB refers to wireless communication technology

for positioning and localization that utilizes a wide spectrum

of frequencies to transmit data over short distances sensors

and uses a very low energy level for short-range) are installed

and mounted in the warehouse wall and calibrated to provide

the required positioning for the moving robots. On the other

hand, using these anchors, the UWB sensors in the robots will

communicate with the spread anchors through the warehouse

to identify their real-time position.

Fig. 2. Warehouse floorplan schematic model.

In the warehouse setup, a pick-up point determines the point

from which the packages arrive and are then processed in a

temporary station in the packaging and staging. Robots can

be assigned to perform missions from that point. If a robot

accepts a mission, it means it is busy executing that mission.

The delivery point could be virtually any point on one of the

pallet racking places in the warehouse.

The floorplan model is programmatically modelled in the

warehouse system. This enables the warehouse system to

control the operations and assign tasks to the robots. Also,

by using visual and graphical representation in the system,

users can control, manage and observe the operations of the

robots. This floorplan is a dynamic description of the used

warehouse setup, which can be easily modified and changed.

b) Warehouse SysML Models

This part explains the provided models in SysML that can

be accessed from an open-source repository5. These models

describe the structure of the entire warehouse system.

Warehouse BDD: Fig. 3 exemplifies the model of the ware-

house system (also obtained from the MapDesign activity).

Note that the warehouse comprises a control system, robots,

a map (layout) and the optional deployment of a digital twin,

which will not be considered in this paper. The Control



Fig. 3. Block definition diagram of the warehouse system.

System is the central unit that manages all the operations.

Task allocation, monitoring and alerts are handled through

this system. The Map is the layout of the warehouse system,

where it contains lines, vertices and charging stations that form

the trajectories the robots should follow to source to target

destinations. It is important to clarify that the map can be

physical (lines physically determined in the map), or they can

be virtually determined by the localization system. Finally, the

robots, indeed, are the main components of the system. The

warehouse system can host a minimum of one Robot, or as

many as the system can handle, which is primarily related to

the scalability characteristic of the system.

2) Robots

The robots are simple, nonholonomic differential-drive

robots, as described in [32] and [30]. This implies there are two

wheels driven by different motors, yet oriented on the same

axis. Running both motors with the same amount of power

makes the robot move linearly (forwards or backwards), and

a different power will help the robot do turns. They are built

initially to follow a line drawn on the ground but have been

extended to the current use-case. As a consequence, there is

a colour sensor at the front to identify the colour of the line.

Fig. 4 shows a free-body diagram of this setup.

Fig. 4. Free-body diagram of the robots. The circle identifies the position of
the line sensor. The axle length is indicated with d, the wheel radius with r,
the sensor offset with xo and its linear and angular velocities, respectively,
with v⃗ and ω⃗.

a) CAD Model and Weight Model

From this setup and the notion that the robots are built

using LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 (3131312), we can construct

a CAD model, as shown in Fig 5, and an LDraw model3

for the building instructions. This CAD model is loaded in

Blender4, allowing weight distribution analysis, resulting in a

semi-accurate calibration of the center of mass.

Fig. 5. CAD model of a possible AGV.

b) Robot SysML Models

Using the SysML formalism, structural description and

internal components of the robot, the relationship with other

components has been modelled in the BDD, IBD and ACT

diagrams (obtained from the RobotDesign activity). Those

models also can be accessed from an open source repository5.

Robot BDD: The robot is constructed from multiple

physical and software components and elements. Physical

components are exemplified in Fig. 6, such as Sensor,

Actuator, and Part. For example, different types of sen-

sors, such as Ultra-Wide Band, Color Sensor, and

Ultra-sonic Sensor, are used to build the robot. On the

other hand, the motors that move the robots’ wheels Servo

Motor are an example of an Actuator. The Part is any

other essential component in the robot, such as Battery and

the Chassis of the robot.

The software parts are, basically, the blocks that repre-

sent the models used to control and operate the physical

and hardware components. The two examples of these are

the Kinematic Model represented in Differential

Drive Model used for movement control, and the

Geometric Model represented in the Point-to-Point

Model used for navigation.

Robot IBD: It is essential to clarify how the blocks of the

robot system are structured, the working mechanism, and how

they interact and influence each other. The IBD of the robot

provided in Fig. 7, elucidates the relation between the different

blocks and how they influence each other. Essentially, the

robot uses its sensors (e.g., UWB sensors for positioning and

an ultra-sonic sensor for discovering objects) to perceive and

2https://www.lego.com/nl-be/product/lego-mindstorms-ev3-31313
3https://www.ldraw.org/
4https://www.blender.org/
5https://github.com/husseinmarah/multi-robot-warehouse-models



Fig. 6. Block definition diagram of the robot.

Fig. 7. Internal block diagram of the robot.

sense the changes in the environment. Then, this information

is used by models responsible for movement and orientation

(e.g., the Kinematic model and Geometric model) to give the

proper instructions to enable the robot to navigate smoothly

and safely.

Robot ACT: The robot in a warehouse should be able to

move and carry objects once it receives a task from the

warehouse control system. In such a case, the warehouse

control system sends the location of the target destination

(waypoint). Then, the robot will be able to calculate the

distance and adjust its direction towards the target location.

Simply, the point-to-point navigation model, as shown in

Fig. 8, is used so the robots can move autonomously in the

environment, detect obstacles and avoid collisions. Of course,

in the case of obstacles or collisions, robots should re-plan

their paths to reach their destinations with the help of the

kinematics model of the robot.

The robot kinematics model, which is responsible for mov-

ing the robot itself, is described by a set of ODE equations,

which will be given in the next section.

B. Implementation and Deployment Focus

From the models obtained in the design focus, it is easy

to apply model transformations to gain the models that focus

on the executive behaviour of the system. This is done in the

Fig. 8. Activity diagram of the point-to-point navigation model of the robot.

hierarchical RobotConfig activity and allows for multiple

iterations at later points in time.

1) Robots

The robot’s behaviour is described by a set of equations that

represent its movement.

a) Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE)

[33] describes the (simplified) detailed set of equations that

allow the robot to move forward, including the relationship

between motor power and linear/angular velocities. These

equations are as follows (φL and φR are the left and right

wheel speeds, respectively):

φ̇L =
1

r
·

(

v̇ −
ω̇ · d

2

)

φ̇R =
1

r
·

(

v̇ +
ω̇ · d

2

)

Note that a more complicated version also takes the center

of mass into account [34], [35]. For simplicity, the pure

rolling condition (i.e., no influence due to friction) is assumed.

These equations are the basic ODEs for robot kinematics.

As mentioned before, these ODEs can easily be converted

to executable CBD models, allowing the robots to gain ex-

ecutable behaviour. This is shown in Fig 9, for the above

equations. When a controller is added, the robots can move

freely over the trajectories defined by this controller (which

can be either “follow a line on the ground”, or “follow this

path defined by the warehouse”, or “follow these actions by a

remote control”...).

Fig. 9. CBD model of the AGV kinematic behaviour.



b) Timed Finite State Automaton (TFSA)

Besides the normal set of equations for the robot’s move-

ment, we should consider they are active in a warehouse.

This implies that the robots should have obstacle detection

(i.e., avoid driving into things) and collision avoidance (i.e.,

don’t let multiple robots crash into each other). Collision

avoidance can be predicted by the warehouse control system

beforehand, whereas obstacle detection just happens. The

controller algorithm needs to accommodate these situations

as well.

Fig 10 shows a Timed Finite State Automaton (TFSA) that

fully describes the robot behaviours. Inside the Drive state, a

set of equations is embedded, as described in [36]. The basic

functionality is simple: send the current location, check for

obstacles, plan the next driving direction (i.e., v̇ and ω̇) based

on the current system state, and actually do the driving. As

soon as some issue is encountered, the robot is halted until it

receives a “restart” command.

Robot Logic: TFSA

Drive

Send Location
after 0.1 s

restart
Halted

collision
detected

collision
detected

collision
detected

Plan Drive
Direction

Check Battery

Send Battery

lo
w

 b
at

te
ry

after 0.1 s

obstacle
detected

Detect Obstacle

Fig. 10. TFSA model of the robot behaviour.

c) Robot Agent

Designing autonomous components requires modelling

components as individual agents [28]. This is not always re-

quired in the system, as, in some cases, individual components

need to get instructions from hierarchical entities that organize

and control the system’s workflow. However, autonomous

entities can be designed at least to achieve predefined goals in

the system and constantly work to fulfil them. For example,

robots in a warehouse can be an example of autonomous

entities that operate to fulfil the demands in the warehouse.

The agent-based approach can be used to model the behaviour

and characteristics of the robots [37]. The agent of a robot

should incorporate all the models that form its internal and

external behaviour (e.g., robot kinematics, navigation models,

etc.). In other words, the robot agent is designed to control

the robot by applying and using the provided models (from

different aspects, behavioural and operational) to perform

particular tasks.

The robot agent can operate in a sensing/acting manner

or proactively according to goal-oriented behaviour. So, the

robot’s sensors are responsible for sensing the environment;

then, based on this information/data, the agent of the robot

will take a set of actions that could result in constructing

its actuators to move or stop in case of collision. A simple

overview of the robot agent interacting with the warehouse

system is given in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Robot agent model.

In summary, several advantages are brought to the ware-

house system and the robot by designing them based on

an agent-based approach, such as: (1) achieving efficient

cooperation and coordination between the system components,

(2) making the system more flexible and adaptable to changes

as agents can be active, reactive or proactive in different

situations, (2) minimising the risks of a single-point failure

and increase robustness as the system is partially decentralized,

(4) increase autonomy and support local data processing as the

robots can process a large amount of data locally and without

overwhelming the control system of the warehouse, and also,

(5) achieve scalability in the warehouse, so, the system can be

scaled up easily by adding new robots or other components as

agents.

2) Warehouse

The warehouse system should provide several tasks to

enable the robots in the warehouse to navigate the environment

safely, operate and collaborate with other system components

efficiently, and accelerate to fulfil their tasks correctly and

optimally. Any issues in operation can lead to delays and

impact the whole system [38]. Hence, we provide some of

the services the warehouse should provide to manage and

administrate operations efficiently.

a) Task Allocation

Any warehouse will have multiple robots operating in the

environment based on demand and overload. However, robots

should be able to communicate with the warehouse system

control to inform their availability (idle or busy), so the system

control can decide for which closest and most suitable robot

the task can be assigned. The sequence diagram for the task

allocation is provided in Fig. 12.

b) Collision Avoidance

In many cases, predicting a possible collision between

different moving robots requires installing several sensors in

the robots and the environment to enable these robots to detect

such a situation [39]. In our case, we used a minimalist number

of sensors. The UWB, installed in the environment as anchors

and as tags in the robots, are the main parts to detect such

a scenario. Robots can drive and get updates from the UWB.

Then, the control system aggregates this information and finds



Fig. 12. Sequence diagram of the task allocation process in the warehouse.

which robots are close to each other. Fig. 13 depicts the

sequence diagram of the collision avoidance example and how

it is instrumented by the warehouse control system.

Fig. 13. Sequence diagram of the collision avoidance in the warehouse.

c) Power Management

As the energy resources in mobile systems such as robots

are limited, thus, the need for efficient power and energy man-

agement is crucial to ensure better performance and reduce the

significant costs of operating several robots. However, several

algorithms, methods, and approaches exist in the literature to

implement such mechanisms.

We provide one of the simple scenarios to implement such

a method in a Multi-robot Warehouse system. In our example,

three factors have been considered, the current battery level

of the robot, the closest charging station for that robot, and,

eventually, the availability of this charging station. The next

Fig. 14 illustrates the approach followed in the warehouse

system.

Fig. 14. Sequence diagram of the warehouse power management mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, an exemplary description of using MPM for

a Multi-robot System use case is the focus of this paper. The

design, implementation and deployment phases of the Multi-

robot Warehouse system have considered different modelling

formalisms that describe the structure, architecture and be-

haviour of the different components in the system. The Multi-

robot System is complex and composed of heterogeneous and

multidisciplinary components. Thus, modelling the different

aspects of the system at their most appropriate level(s) of

abstraction enables us to deal with the complexity of every

level independently.

The models used in this exemplar paper are collected and

classified according to the workflow activities described by the

FTG+PM formalism to obtain the Multi-robot Warehouse.

Although this paper essentially serves as a reference for

the collection of multi-models of the Multi-robot Warehouse

system, the work conducted and the formalisms utilized to

model and design the system could be extended, adapted

and modified in future research projects that might consider

replicating this work using other approaches, methods and

formalisms.
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